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ABSTRACT

In this paper, the densely arrayed bonded particle model is proposed for simulation of granular materials with dis-
crete element method (DEM) considering particle crushing. This model can solve the problem of pore calculation
after the grains are crushed, and reduce the producing time of specimen. In this work, several one-dimensional
compressing simulations are carried out to investigate the effect of particle crushing on mechanical properties of
granular materials under a wide range of stress. The results show that the crushing process of granular materials
can be divided into four different stages according to er-logσy curves. At the end of the second stage, there exists
a yield point, after which the physical and mechanical properties of specimens will change significantly. Under
extremely high stress, particle crushing will wipe some initial information of specimens, and specimens with
different initial gradings and void ratios present some similar characteristics. Particle crushing has great influence
on grading, lateral pressure coefficient and compressibility of granular materials, and introduce extra irreversible
volume deformation, which is necessary to be considered in modelling of granular materials in wide stress range.
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1 Introduction

Particle crushing plays an important role in the variation of granular material properties, such
as gradation, compressibility and hydraulic conductivity [1]. In order to improve engineering safety
and durability of granular materials, numerous experimental and theoretical studies on particle
crushing have been conducted in the past decades.

Laboratory experiment is the most direct way to study the mechanical response of granular
materials. Since Terzaghi et al. [2] and Athy [3] found the phenomenon of particle crushing in
1920s, various experiments, such as uniaxial compression [4], triaxial compression [5] and impact
test [6], had been conducted to investigate the particle crushing laws, as well as the relationship
between particle crushing and material properties from both micro and macro perspectives [7,8].
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McDowell et al. [9] and Nakata et al. [10,11] pointed out that, for single particles, the reference
strength and particle size are negatively correlated, and particle strength distribution can be
described by Weibull distribution [12]. Tsoungui et al. [13] found that smaller particles are more
easily to be crushed under compression tests of granular specimens. Valdes et al. [14] proposed
a concept of yield stress for granular materials, and studied the gradation evolution of particles
during crushing process. Though X-ray and CT technology have been introduced into particle
crushing study [15–18], the change of some mechanical properties remains difficult to be acquired
directly, and for the limitation of equipment and budget, complex experimental conditions are
usually unavailable in laboratories.

Numerical experiment is an important supplemental method for laboratory tests. DEM, pro-
posed by Cundall et al. [19], has been widely used to investigate the mechanical responses of
granular materials [20,21]. By using DEM, the mechanical response of specimens becomes visible,
and complicated and extreme loading conditions are available. After decades of development,
DEM has been well-established, and some DEM software, such as PFC, Yade and MatDEM [22],
have been widely used in the modeling of granular materials.

In the simulation of particle crushing with DEM, the key is to build crushable particle models
reasonably. Two types of crushable particle models have been proposed [23]: the replacement
method [24] and the agglomerate method [25,26]. In the former method, whether a particle is
crushed is judged by a pre-defined criterion, and the crushed particles will be replaced by a
per-set cluster of fragments, as for instance, Tsoungui et al. [13], Lobo-Guerrero et al. [27,28],
McDowell et al. [29], Ciantia et al. [30] and Cil et al. [16,31]. The advantage of replacement
method is its high computation efficiency, and the disadvantage is that, the crushing criterion
and constitution of the replacing cluster are subjective and controversial. Besides, the replacement
method can only be used in the study of granular specimens, and is inapplicable to single particle
crushing issues. In agglomerate method, a macro crushable particle is formed by a cluster of
bonded micro particles, and the failure of bonds will result in the breakage of macro particles.
The agglomerate method can be used in single particle crushing tests, moreover, complicated
particle shapes, not limited to sphere and circle, are also available. Unlike the replacement method,
subjective crushing criterion and fragment formation are not required in agglomerate method. One
of the most popular agglomerate models is bonded particle model (BPM), presented by Potyondy
et al. [26]. Ge et al. [32,33] validated BPM with polymer crushing experiments with 3D printing
technology, and revealed the failure laws of inter-particle bonds. Thornton et al. [34], Cheng
et al. [35,36], Bolton et al. [37], and Alonso et al. [38] studied the problems of single particle
crushing, complicated stress paths loading and other granular material crushing issues with BPM.
In BPM simulation, the damage evolution and crack growth of granular materials are visible,
while the huge computing scale and long model generating time bring about the consequence of
lower computational efficiency, especially for 3D modeling.

The problem of void ratio, which is often ignored in the present replacement and agglom-
erate methods, is of great importance in particle crushing simulation with DEM. In replacement
method, if a crushed particle is replaced by circular fragments within its outer boundary, the con-
servation of mass will fail, and specimen void ratio will change abruptly. Inversely, if the law of
mass conservation is kept, large unbalanced contact force will be introduced due to the inevitable
overlaps between replacing fragments [39]. In agglomerate method, the crushable clusters are
porous, and the internal porosities of clusters are always greater than 0.2. When one cluster is
crushed, the internal pore may be exposed and becomes external pore which can be filled by
other fine fragments. While in fact, the internal pores in most geomaterial particles are too tiny
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to be filled by any fragment. It is worth noting that, both of the volumes of solid parts and
internal pores should be considered in the calculation of fragment equivalent diameter, otherwise,
the equivalent grain size will be smaller than the actual fragment size. Therefore, it is necessary
to introduce corrections to current DEM models considering particle crushing.

In this paper, a special BPM, densely arrayed BPM, is proposed to simulate the crushing
of particles. This method can calculate the releasing volume of inner voids more accurately
and accelerate the generation of granular samples. Basic features of this model, especially the
correction of fragment equivalent diameter and internal pore, are firstly introduced in detail.
Then one-dimensional compression tests are simulated with densely arrayed BPM to characterize
the development of particle crushing and its effects on mechanical properties granular mate-
rials in a wide stress range. The simulation results show that, the compression tests can be
divided into four stages with different characteristics, and specimens with different initial states
present similar mechanical properties under high stress level conditions. The influence of particle
crushing on granular materials mainly focuses on fragment gradation, lateral pressure coefficient,
compressibility and extra deformation.

2 Densely Arrayed BPM

Densely arrayed BPM is formed by the same sized micro-elements arrayed in the densest way.
The unified and specific geometrical relationship between those micro-elements makes it possible
to estimate the volume of internal pores. How to stack balls in the densest way is known as
“Kepler’s Conjecture,” which has been strictly proved that triangular lattice is the densest stack of
equal-sized disks [40], and the face-centered-cubic (FCC), as well as the hexagonal-close-packed
(HCP) are the densest stacks of equal-sized balls [41], as shown in Fig. 1. In densely arrayed
BPM, the geometrical relationship between micro-elements is simple and clear, and it is easy to
get coordinate of each micro-element with iterative algorithm. Besides, overlaps and contact force
between micro-elements are not exist in the initial state, and clumps are in stress equilibrium state.
Therefore, it costs little time for cluster to reach a balance state.

Figure 1: Densely arrayed BPM in 3D and 2D simulation. (a) 3D. (b) 2D

Parallel bond is widely utilized in BPM, and the behavior of bonds can be defined by five
parameters [25,26]: normal and shear bond stiffness, kn and ks (stress/displacement); normal and
shear strength, σ b

c and τb
c (stress); and bond radius r. Details of the bond behavior are introduced

in Potyondy’s work [42]. Once the maximum tensile stress σ b
max exceeds normal strength σ b

c , or

the maximum shear stress τb
max exceeds shear strength τb

c , bonds will break, and the acting force,
moment and stiffness of bonds will vanish. The selection of parallel bond parameters is based
on the mechanical response of granular materials in experiments [32,33] and the fundamental
principle of DEM [1]. If τb

c is set as infinity, shear failure will be excluded, and similarly, if σ b
c
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is set as infinity, tensile failure will be excluded. Therefore, both tensile and shear failure will be
possible if σ b

c and τb
c are set reasonably.

2.1 Equivalent Particle Diameter and Void Ratio
In order to solve the problem of calculation error of equivalent grain size, correction of

equivalent particle diameter is introduced in this work. In the present numerical study, the statistics
of fragment size is based on calculation of diameters of the equivalent volume or circle area
(DECA). The equivalent diameter Deq of a fragment can be calculated as:

Deq = 2
(
3Veq

4π

)1/3

(in 3D), or Deq = 2
(
Aeq

π

)1/2

(in 2D), (1)

where Veq is the equivalent volume of a fragment, and Aeq is the equivalent area. It is worth

noting that the equivalent volume Veq and the total solid volume of micro-elements VS of a
fragment are not equal. As shown in Fig. 2, the volume of a unit cell includes both solid part
and internal voids. If only take VS into consideration, the calculated equivalent diameter will
be smaller than actual fragment size. The relationship between solid volume VS and equivalent
volume Veq can be written as following:

Veq = 3
√
2

π
VS (in 3D), or Aeq = 2

√
3

π
AS (in 2D). (2)

In densely arrayed BPM, formula (2) is universally applicable, even for one single free micro-
element. Otherwise, conservation of mass and volume will be violated after particle crushing. In
other words, the space taken by every micro-element is assumed a little larger than its actual size.
In the following simulations, DECAs of particles and fragments are all calculated by formulas (1)
and (2).

(a)               (b)                (c)

Figure 2: The difference between Veq and VS, Aeq and AS: (a) a unit cell of FCC takes the space
of a regular hexahedron; (b) HCP takes the space of a hexagonal prism; (c) in 2D models, a unit
cell takes the area of a regular hexagon

Densely arrayed BPM can avoid the problem of internal pore releasing. Due to the dense
arrangement of elements, the released inner voids will not be filled by any fragments after
crushing, as Fig. 3 shows. As the internal pore (the red part) is still a forbidden zone for micro
elements, it can be treated as a special solid material rather than a pore. Based on the same theory,
the volume of solid parts can also be corrected by formula (2). Densely arrayed BPM clusters
include no internal pores in some sense, and if necessary, such as modeling a porous particle,
internal pores can be obtained by deleting certain micro elements.
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Figure 3: Inner pores will be released during crushing, but no fragment can enter the red region

It should be noted that, for the absence of theoretical dense arrangements of polydisperse
spherical granular systems and non-spherical granular systems, the analyses about DECA correc-
tion and void ratio, as well as the problem of void releasing in this work, are only appropriate for
densely arrayed BPM. The correction of polydisperse spherical and non-spherical granular systems
still demands further research.

2.2 Stress of Densely Arrayed BPM
For densely arrayed BPM, the average stress of a particle can be defined in Ehlers’ way [43]:

σ ij = 1
V

Nc∑
c=1

x(c)
i F (c)

j (i, j= 1, 2, 3) , (3)

where σ ij is a non-symmetric tensor that represents the average stress of a particle [44], Nc is the

number of particle contact points, x(c)
i and F (c)

j are the coordinate components and contact force

components acting on contact points, V is the volume or area of a particle. In plane problems,
with the help of Mohr’s circle, σmax and σmin can be obtained by following [45]:

σmax,min = σc±
√

(σ11− σc)
2+ (σ12− τc)

2, (4)

where σc = σ11+ σ22

2
, and τc = σ12+ σ21

2
. The max norm of shear stress τmax can be calculated by:

τmax =max
(∥∥∥∥τc+

√
(σ11− σc)

2+ (σ12− τc)
2
∥∥∥∥ ,

∥∥∥∥τc−
√

(σ11− σc)
2+ (σ12− τc)

2
∥∥∥∥
)
. (5)

3 Numerical Experiment of One-Dimension Compression

To investigate the crushing rules of granular materials, DEM simulations of silica one-
dimension compression tests were carried out. The contact and bond parameters were calibrated
by a single particle crushing test, and for the purpose of saving computing resource, all the
numerical tests were modeled in 2D condition.

3.1 Single Particle Crushing Test
In this section, a particle was placed and crushed between two rigid parallel plates, as shown

in Fig. 4a. The diameter of the particle is 1.9 mm, and it is formed by 388 micro-elements with
radius of 0.05 mm. Bond parameters used in this test are listed in Tab. 1. In order to reduce
overlaps, a non-linear contact model, Hertz-Mindlin model, is selected as the ball-ball contact
model, and the contact stiffness parameter is relatively high. The shear modulus of micro-elements
is 2,800 GPa, and the Poisson’s ratio is 0.3. The density of micro-element is 2,630 kg/m3, and
the friction factor is 0.8. The particle was crushed into two large and several small fragments as
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shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4b, the red, yellow and black short lines represent activated bonds, tensile
failure and shear failure, respectively. It can be seen that bond failure penetrates the particle and
mainly occurs within a rectangular region in the middle area.

Figure 4: Single particle crushing test: (a) Initial state and crushed state; (b) Inside bond failure

Table 1: Parameters of parallel bond

kn/(GPa/m) ks/(GPa/m) σc/(MPa) τc/(MPa) r/(mm)

48.0 30.0 12.0 8.0 5.0 × 10−3

The reaction force vs. wall displacement curve in the test is presented in Fig. 5. The numerical
result matches well with the experimental data of quartz obtained by Nakata et al. [10]. The peak
reaction force in Nakata’s experiment is about 165 N, and the value in DEM simulation is 162
N, with a relative error of about 2%. Though there is a certain deviation between numerical and
experimental results in the second half, the reaction forces in numerical and experimental tests
both drop rapidly after their peak points, and the residual strength of both tests keep in low level,
which is in accordance with the characteristic of brittle fracture.

Figure 5: Comparison between densely arrayed BPM simulation and Nakata’s experiment [10]

3.2 One-Dimension Compression Test
In this section, two numerical tests were designed to study the evolution of particle crushing

in granular specimens under one-dimensional compression, as shown in Figs. 6a and 6b. Both
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rectangular crushing chambers were formed by four rigid plates. The diameters of crushable
particles range from 0.25 to 2.0 mm in specimen 1, and 1.4 to 1.7 mm in specimen 2. All the
material properties are the same with those used in the single particle crushing test above. Both
specimens were generated in natural stacking method. The marginal parts of both specimens are
very unconsolidated, as shown in Fig. 6a. Initial void ratios of specimens are about 0.6. The
loading was applied by moving the top plate downwards at a speed of 0.1 mm/min, and the
final state of both samples are shown in Figs. 6c and 6d. Due to the nonlinear ball-ball contact
model and high contact stiffness, overlaps between micro-elements are not obvious, and present
indistinctive effect on deformation of specimens throughout the tests.

Figure 6: One-dimension compression tests with densely arrayed BPM. (a) Specimen 1: d =
0.25∼2.0 mm. (b) Specimen 2: d = 1.4∼1.7 mm. (c) Final state of specimen 1. (d) Final state of
specimen 2

On account of the different definition of void ratio in 2D and 3D models, and for the
convenience of study, the concept of relative void ratio er is proposed as:

er = e/e0, (6)

where e is the current void ratio, e0 is the initial void ratio. The change of er can be regarded as an
index of volume change in both 2D and 3D specimens. The er-log σy curves of both specimens are
drawn in a semilogarithmic coordinate system and compared with Nakata’s experimental data [46],
as shown in Fig. 7. It can be seen that the simulation results are close to experimental data.
Although the quantitative relationship between 2D and 3D models is ambiguous, it is still worth
drawing some qualitative conclusions through the simplified numerical experiments.
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Figure 7: The comparison between er-logσy curves of DEM simulations and Nakata’s
experiment [46]

3.3 Particle Crushing Processes
The compression process can be divided into four stages with distinctive features, as shown

in Fig. 8. In Stage I, from point A to B, the stress grows slowly and keeps at a low level, and
no bond failure occurs. The deformation of specimen in this stage contains two parts: restorable
part (elastic deformation of bonds), and unrestorable part (the sliding of clusters). The framework
structure of clumps is still precarious. In Stage II, from point B to C, the mean vertical stress
σy and the number of bond failure increase slowly. The structures of two specimens are rebuilt
in response to particle cracking and sliding. In Stage III, from point C to D, a large number
of bond-failures occur, which occupy 80% of the whole tests. The specimens start compressive
hardening, which makes the vertical stress increase monotonically. The slope of er-log σy curve
increases markedly after point C. At the end of this stage, all small particles are crushed, with only
several larger particles remaining relatively intact. The gaps between large particles are filled with
tiny debris, and the specimens become much denser than initial state. This phenomenon coincides
with the experiment observations of Tsoungui [13].

Figure 8: Void ratio and bond failure curves of one-dimension compression tests. (a) Specimen 1
(b) Specimen 2
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The upper limit of loading stress in laboratory tests is always no more than 100 MPa [10,16],
but in numerical simulations, higher loading stress is available, which makes it possible to look
into the mechanical response of granular materials in a wide stress range. In Stage IV, specimens
show some interesting phenomenon. From point D to E, the vertical stress of specimens increases
by more than twenty times, while the amount of bond failures increases only by about twenty
percent. Specimen stiffness improves significantly after point D, and er-log σy curves become much
flatter than those in Stage III. At the end of compression tests, the relative void ratios of the
two specimens are about 0.05, and the specimens are hard to be compressed even under extremely
high vertical stress.

The form of particle crushing in each stage differs from each other, and can be mainly
classified into three categories [47]: (1) fracture, a particle breaks into several parts in similar size;
(2) attrition, a particle breaks into a large fragment and several small ones; (3) abrasion, only
a little of powder is worn off from the particle. Fig. 9 images the state of bond failure during
compression, and the meaning of colors in Fig. 9 is the same with Fig. 4b. It can be seen that, in
Stage II, bond failures only occur in individual particles, and the main crushing type in this period
is fracture and attrition, as Figs. 9c and 9h show. In Stage III, the shape and size of particle
fragments become random and no longer smooth, then attrition and abrasion become the main
types of crushing, as Figs. 9d and 9i show. Medium-sized particles, especially those under bad
contact conditions or concentrated stress, are crushed, and small particles that remain intact in
the gaps of big ones break into several parts after the specimen structural rearrangement. In the
last stage, the specimen structure and force chain become stable, and abrasion becomes the main
crushing type, as Figs. 9e and 9j show.

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

(f) (g) (h) (i) (j)

Figure 9: The crushing process of two specimens. (a) Point A1 (b) point B1 (c) point C1 (d) point
D1 (e) point E1 (f) point A2 (g) point B2 (h) point C2 (i) point D2 (j) point E2
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3.4 Specimen Gradation
The change of specimen gradation is one of the most significant influence of particle crushing.

For the convenience of analysis, a normalized dimensionless parameter β, proposed by Valdes
et al. [14], is introduced to represent the level of stress as following:

β = σy/σ
yield, (7)

in which the yield stress σ yield corresponds with the maximum curvature point in er-log σy curve
in semi-logarithmic coordinate system. For example, in Fig. 8, point C can be regarded as the
yield point, and the yield stresses of two specimens are 8.17 and 14.27 MPa, respectively.

Fig. 10 images the gradation evolution with different β. The evolution characteristics of these
curves correspond with the crushing types of each stage mentioned above. Gradation curves of
both specimens change significantly in Stage III, and the cumulated weight of medium and small-
sized fragments presents a remarkable increase, especially in specimen 2. In Stage IV, although the
increase of vertical stress is tremendous, the change of gradation curve is inapparent, and only
the number of tiny fragments shows a tiny increase.

Figure 10: Fragment cumulated weight distributions of two specimens with different β

In spite of the difference of initial gradings, the gradations of two specimens evolve in similar
rules, and the maximum DECAs of two specimens keep almost unchanged. This phenomenon
also can be found in Figs. 6 and 9. Several large particles with large coordination numbers
remain almost intact at the end, and only a few micro-elements are worn off. According to some
conclusions of single particle tests [9–11], the strength of larger particles tends to be lower than
smaller ones, but in actual compression tests, larger particles are more likely to survive at last.
It is for the reason that particle bearing capacity not only depends on its material and shape,
but also its coordinate conditions. Stress distribution in large particles with larger coordination
number is always more uniform than that in small ones. As non-uniform stress distribution will
raise the level of shear stress, it is a disadvantage to the carrying capacity of grains. Besides, it
is worth nothing that, with the increasing vertical stress, the two series of curves with different
initial gradations evolve convergently. This phenomenon indicates that, after being fully crushed,
the size distributions of granular materials with different initial grading conditions share some
common characteristics. In other words, under high stress level, there might be a theoretical
ultimate gradation curve for granular materials with different initial state.
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3.5 Lateral Pressure Coefficient
Lateral pressure coefficient K0 is an important mechanical parameter of geotechnical materi-

als. In this work, K0 was calculated as the ratio of mean normal stresses acting on lateral and axial
walls. Fig. 11 records the K0 curves of two specimens. It can be seen that both curves oscillate
randomly, and present inconspicuous evolution rule in the first two loading stages. Evolution of
lateral pressure coefficient in Stage III is much obvious and can be divided into two parts. Firstly,
particle crushing lowers the stress level acting on sidewalls. When relative void ratio is greater
than about 0.3, K0 keeps between 0.2 and 0.4. Secondly, in the latter half of Stage III, the lateral
pressure coefficients of two specimens show a general increasing trend and remain at about 0.7.

Due to particle crushing and specimen densification, K0 curves keep fluctuating in a small
range throughout the test. In spite of the difference under low stress level, K0 curves of two
specimens still show some common characteristics. Evolution laws of K0 under high stress level
prove again that properties of granular materials with different initial states become similar after
being fully crushed.

Figure 11: The evolution of lateral pressure coefficient in compression tests

The change of lateral pressure coefficient results from three aspects. Firstly, high pressure
and particle crushing make specimen denser than initial state, and the improvement of relative
compaction can influence specimen lateral pressure coefficient. Secondly, particle crushing changes
the size distribution of grains, which is closely associated with specimen lateral pressure coefficient.
Thirdly, particle crushing and structure rebuilding will induce a change in specimen frictional
angle, which is one of the determinants of specimen lateral pressure coefficient.

4 Compressibility and Extra Deformation

Particle crushing can impact the compressibility and resiliency of granular materials, and
induce extra deformation, which may bring safety threat to rockfill. The issue of compressibility
can be investigated by comparison between unloading and reloading experiments, and the problem
of extra deformation can be investigated by comparison between crushable and uncrushable
compression simulations.

4.1 Unloading and Reloading
In this section, an unloading and reloading test was carried out based on specimen 1to

study the impact of particle crushing on compressibility and resiliency of granular materials. The
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relative void ratio and bond failure curves under cycle loading are marked in green in Fig. 12.
Simulation result shows that, the unloading springback is very tiny, and for the emergence of
extra irreversible deformation, there exists a wide gap between the unloading and initial loading
curves. Deformation of granular materials is almost unrecoverable after being crushed. In the
early stage of reloading, the reloading curve retraces the unloading curve, and the slopes of
both er-log σy curves are generally the same. In the second half of reloading, the gap between
two curves is widened gradually. The divarication appears before the occurrence of new bond
failure, and then bond failure enlarges the difference between unloading and reloading curves. Two
factors contribute to the gap growth: densification of granular materials and particle crushing.
Densification widely exists in cycle loading tests of geotechnical materials, even for uncrushable
materials [48,49], and particle crushing expands the gap.

Figure 12: Unloading and reloading curves of specimen 1, marked in green

4.2 Compression of Crushable and Uncrushable Specimens
To study the extra deformation caused by particle crushing, a compression test of uncrushable

specimen was carried out based on specimen 1, and the bond strength parameters of uncrushable
specimen were set to be extremely high values to avoid any bond failures. The er-log σy curve
of uncrushable specimen is drawn in Fig. 13a, with a comparison with the crushing result of a
crushable specimen. The two curves are coincident before point B. The void ratio decrement of
uncrushable specimen is inconspicuous when vertical stress is less than about 1,000 MPa, and in
this period, it is mainly caused by particle sliding, rotating and rearrangement. While under high
stress level, the void ratio shows a significant drop, as elastic deformation of particles plays a
leading role in this period. Besides, the yield stress of uncrushable specimen is about 1,000 MPa.
It is interesting that the slopes of two er-log σy curves are similar after yield points. As most
granular materials are fragile, the distortion of uncrushable particle after the yield point is not a
typical deformation and insignificant in the analysis of extra crushing deformation.

K0 curves of uncrushable and crushable specimens are drawn in Fig. 13b. Similar to the er-log
σy curves, K0 curves overlap with each other in the early stage, and exhibit different increasing
features after the appearance of bond failures. The K0 curve of uncrushable specimen keeps an
increasing trend in general, and doesn’t present obverse changing stages throughout the tests, while
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the curve of crushable specimen shows a moderate growth, especially in the third stage. This
phenomenon indicates that particle crushing slows the growth of stress acting on side walls.

Figure 13: Simulation results of uncrushable and crushable specimens: (a) er-logσy curves;
(b) K0 curves

The gap between crushable and uncrushable curves represents the extra deformation brought
by particle crushing. The extra decrement of relative void ratio with vertical stress less than 1,000
MPa is shown in Fig. 14, segmented by the four stages in Fig. 8a. The extra deformation changes
indistinctively in the first two stages, but presents a rapid increase in the third stage, and reaches
its peak at the end of Stage III. The curve of extra void ratio decrement flattens gradually in the
latter half of Stage III. In Stage IV, the deformation of crushable specimen becomes stable, and
uncrushable specimen deformation remains low before the yield point. Therefore, the extra void
ratio presents an indistinctive decrement in this stage. It is can be concluded that, the general
tendency of extra deformation growth rate firstly ascends and descends at last. As unrecoverable
extra deformation is similar to plastic deformation to some degree, the strain of crushable granular
materials can be calculated by summing the extra strain to the strain of uncrushable model.

Figure 14: Extra decrement of relative void ratio in four loading stages
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5 Conclusion

This paper mainly focuses on DEM simulations of particle crushing in a wide stress range. As
a customized bonded-particle model, the densely arrayed BPM can solve the issue of inner-pore
releasing and equivalent diameter calculating by introducing simple and reasonable correction.
Evolution of granular material properties under compression is analyzed, and the following
conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The compressing process of granular materials can be divided into four different stages.
Particle crushing mainly occurs after the yield point in the third stage. Hence, the change of
material properties in this stage is more significant. Particle crushing and its effects become
insignificant when β is larger than about 50.

(2) Under high stress level, properties of granular materials become stabilized and convergent,
and the information of initial void ratio and gradation will be wiped by extreme high-stress.
The simulation results indicate a possible existence of theoretically ultimate state for fully
crashed granular materials.

(3) Particle crushing has great influence on lateral pressure coefficient of granular materials,
and reduces the level of stress acting on side walls. K0 curves of two specimens share
similar characteristics when extensive crushing occurs. K0 curves show an upward trend
generally after the yield point, and reach a stable state at the last stage when particles are
fully crushed.

(4) Particle crushing brings considerable extra and unrecoverable deformation to granular
materials. The value of extra deformation firstly increases and then decreases with the
crushing process, and reaches its peak at the terminus of the third stage. The evolution law
of extra crushing deformation may help the constitutive modeling of granular materials
considering particle crushing.

In brief, with the modification of granular specimen generating, as well as the correc-
tion of void ratio and DECA statistics, densely arrayed BPM is an appropriate method for
numerical analyses of particle crushing. But the computational cost will be higher as more micro-
elements are employed to form a macro crushable specimen. However, the simulation results and
conclusions will bring inspiration to the constitutive modelling of crushable granular materials.
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